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 file for "Meiner Werkstatt". If you like to see the online for a book, please report to us and we will upload the PDF file for you.Devices for testing the blood sugar level of a patient by means of a blood sample of the patient are widely known. As an example of such a device, there is known an apparatus in which a test strip having a reagent layer is loaded in a housing, the housing is pressed to suck a
blood sample from a vein of the patient, and the blood sample is transferred to the test strip, thereby performing a test on the blood sample. This kind of apparatus is described in JP-A-H10-232586. However, in the apparatus disclosed in JP-A-H10-232586, a blood sample is sucked from a vein by pressing a housing. In this case, when a user is to perform a test on a blood sample, he or she needs to
carefully press the housing. The housing is usually formed of a transparent resin. Therefore, if the housing is pressed, a blood sample is squirted out of the housing. When the user presses the housing with the blood sample squirted out of the housing, the user may receive an infection from the blood sample. It is thus desirable to provide an apparatus for testing the blood sugar level of a patient which
can avoid transfer of a blood sample to a housing when the blood sample is sucked.Some existing technologies for simulating the behavior of a power system require a relatively high degree of quality assurance on the simulation software. One or more power system modeling tools such as, for example, an APAR™ (Advanced Power Arc Research) of the American Electric Power Company (AEP)

and/or other third party tools are used for modeling and simulating a power system. The power system modeling tools are often packaged as separate and distinct systems that operate on separate computing systems. Typically, the power system modeling tools are standalone systems that require the user to have dedicated computing resources to run and maintain the modeling tools. Using such modeling
tools, the user of the modeling tools attempts to model all the physical elements of the power system. In most cases, the user must manually apply the modeling tools to the physical elements. For example, the user must apply the modeling tools to the electrical elements of the power system by specifying the physical geometry of the electrical elements, and then applying the modeling tools to the

physical elements, one physical element at a time. In other words, a 82157476af
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